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Cultural platform capitalism: extracting value from cultural
asymmetries in RealTech
Giulia Dal Masoa, Shanthi Roberstonb and Dallas Rogersc

aDepartment of Geography, Trinity College Dublin, The University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland;
bInstitute for Culture and Society, Western Sydney University, Penrith, Australia; cSchool of Architecture,
Design & Planning, The University of Sydney, Darlington, Australia

ABSTRACT
This paper contributes to the ‘digital turn’ in geography and to
conceptualizations of cognitive capitalism by focusing on how
changing forms of cultural representation in the digital world
constitute new forms of value extraction. It takes as a key case
study the RealTech company Juwai; one of the largest transna-
tional digital platforms connecting international estate agents and
Chinese buyers. Positioning the digital platform as a site in which
multiple cultural and geographic knowledges are produced and
articulated as a condition for value extraction, the paper analyses
a suite of textual and visual content in both English and Mandarin
produced on Juwai that targets Chinese buyers and the Australian
real estate industry. The core argument is that the production of
cultural difference or cultural asymmetry is not simply a by-
product of Juwai’s form of platform capitalism, rather mediating
cultural asymmetries is a process of value extraction that is
a central component of their business model. We point to
a business model of ‘cultural platform capitalism’ where the tech-
nology exceeds its conventional connective and extractive func-
tions (i.e., data as value) by translating cultural knowledge as a key
business practice (i.e., cultural risk as value).

Capitalisme culturel de plateforme: extraction de
valeur des asymétries culturelles chez RealTech
Cet article contribue au « changement numérique » en géographie
et aux conceptualisations du capitalisme cognitif, en se concen-
trant sur les manières dont les formes changeantes de la
représentation culturelle dans le monde numérique constituent
de nouvelles formes d’extraction de valeur. Nous prenons
comme étude de cas exemplaire la société RealTech Juwai, l’une
des plus grandes plateformes numériques transnationales qui
connectent les agents immobiliers internationaux avec les ache-
teurs chinois. En positionnant la plateforme numérique en tant
que site où les connaissances multiples culturelles et
géographiques sont produites et articulées comme condition d’ex-
traction de valeur, cet article analyse un ensemble de contenu
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textuel et visuel en anglais et en mandarin produit par Juwai qui
a pour cible les acheteurs chinois et l’industrie immobilière aus-
tralienne. L’argument essentiel est que la production de différence
culturelle ou d’asymétrie culturelle n’est pas qu’un produit dérivé
du genre de capitalisme de la plateforme de Juwai, mais que le fait
d’être le médiateur d’asymétries culturelles est un processus d’ex-
traction de valeur qui est un élément clé de son modèle
opérationnel. Nous montrons du doigt un modèle opérationnel
de « capitalisme culturel de plateforme » où la technologie
dépasse ses fonctions conventionnelles de connecteur et d’extrac-
teur (c’est-à-dire de données en tant que valeurs) en traduisant la
connaissance culturelle en tant que pratique commerciale clé
(c’est-à-dire de risque culturel en tant que valeur).

El capitalismo de plataforma cultural: extrayendo
valor de las asimetrías culturales en RealTech
Este documento contribuye al ‘giro digital’ en la geografía y a las
conceptualizaciones del capitalismo cognitivo, al centrarse en
cómo las formas cambiantes de representación cultural en el
mundo digital constituyen nuevas formas de extracción de valor.
Toma como un caso de estudio clave a la empresa de RealTech
Juwai; una de las plataformas digitales transnacionales más gran-
des que conectan agentes inmobiliarios internacionales
y compradores chinos. Ubicando la plataforma digital como un
sitio en el que se producen y se articulan múltiples conocimientos
culturales y geográficos como condición para la extracción de
valor, el documento analiza un conjunto de contenido textual
y visual en inglés y mandarín producido en Juwai y dirigido
a compradores chinos y al sector inmobiliario australiano. El argu-
mento central es que la producción de diferencia cultural
o asimetría cultural no es simplemente un subproducto de la
forma de capitalismo de plataforma de Juwai, sino que la
mediación de asimetrías culturales es un proceso de extracción
de valor que es un componente central de su modelo de negocio.
Se apunta hacia un modelo de negocio de ‘capitalismo de plata-
forma cultural’ donde la tecnología supera sus funciones conecti-
vas y extractivas convencionales (es decir, datos como valor) al
traducir el conocimiento cultural como una práctica comercial
clave (es decir, el riesgo cultural como valor).

Introduction

Juwai is one of the largest transnational digital estate companies operating in the Asia-
Pacific region. The global real estate tech start-up mediates encounters between
‘Eastern’ investors and ‘Western’ real estate industries and markets by advertising
foreign real estate and procuring sales across nation-state boundaries for real estate
companies. Australian, United States and Canadian real estate markets are targeted, and
facilitating the sale of Australian real estate to Chinese nationals is a core focus of this
‘RealTech’ business. Yet, as we argue in this paper, Juwai’s business model relies on
producing cultural asymmetries as much as creating digital connectivity and data
extraction. By analysing the publicly available textual, visual and audio content from
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the Juwai platform and associated media, we take a closer look at how this platform
inserts and exploits binary cultural and geographical capitalist representations, produ-
cing specific and strategic cultural asymmetries to extract market value.

Drawing on recent arguments in human geography about conceiving the digital
beyond its computational operation, we theorise the digital space of Juwai as one
which both produces and intensifies multiple geographical and cultural dimensions
(Ash, Kitchin, & Leszczynski, 2018; Langley & Leyshon, 2017). We do so in order to
interrogate the way the production of cultural asymmetries operates as a modality of
value extraction via a platform capitalist business model. By analysing the digital
production of cultural discourse (Foucault, 1994), we show how the digital knowledge
produced through the Juwai platform works across cultural difference with the objective
of creating market value in this RealTech company.

Juwai primarily operates according to Srnicek’s (2016) conceptualization of platform
capitalism, as an intermediary digital infrastructure that enables different user groups to
interact (Maalsen, 2018; Sadowski, 2019). However, our interest diverges from both
Juwai’s direct facilitation of real estate trade and their commercialization of ‘big data’
generated through their platform, which a conventional platform capitalism thesis might
direct us towards. Instead, we look to the ‘small data’ produced by Juwai as a mediator
between purportedly culturally ‘distant’ modes of capitalist practice (Harvey, 2005),
embodied in the figures of the ‘Chinese investor’ and the ‘Western’ real estate profes-
sional. Building on the work of Langley and Leyshon (2017), we show how the gen-
erative force of the Juwai technology is not underwritten by the often described
‘horizontal’ and ‘flattening’ features of digital space, but by its capacity to connect and
mediate multi-sided markets and to generate new encounters. Furthermore, we also
show how the valorisation of the platform for venture capital investments rests upon
manipulating and bordering cultural knowledge into a geographical binary (‘East’ and
‘West’, or ‘East and the ‘Rest’) that pre-empts the structure and form of the encounters
(Wilson, 2017) between Chinese users and Western developers, from which it later
capitalises.

Our core argument is that the production of representations of cultural difference or
asymmetry is not simply a by-product of Juwai’s form of platform capitalism, rather it is
a central component of their business model. Our analysis situates real estate (and its
associated imaginaries) within the heterogenous cultural practices that define the
variegated dimension of capitalism (Fernandez & Aalbers, 2016, p. 159). We mobilise
‘culture’ as an analytical category to not only rethink the changing nature of geogra-
phical knowledge production in the digital word (Leszczynski, 2017; Rose, 2016; Wilson,
2017; Wilson & Graham, 2013) but also to redefine cultural and geographical representa-
tions within the mutability of the digital realm (Rose, 2016).

The analysis, then, makes two key contributions to the ‘digital turn’ in geography.
First, we build on Rose’s (2016) conceptualisation of the changing form of cultural
representations in the digital world to contribute to the cognitive capitalism literature.
The idea of ‘cognitive capitalism’ suggests that cultural discourses and practices, and
language and information more broadly, represent the main ‘object of accumulation’
and the loci of the process of valorisation (Corsani, Lazzarato, & Negri, 1996, 2013;
Fumagalli, 2007, 2011; Morini, 2007, 2010; Moulier Boutang, 2012; Vercellone, 2007).
The Juwai case highlights the geographical dimensions of the process of digital
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appropriation of such intellect. The process of appropriation, we argue, takes place by
purposely re-inscribing heterogenous spatial and cultural configurations into the tech-
nology to legitimise the company’s mediating role. Through the technology, Juwai
exploits and decontextualizes the cultural practices, colloquialisms, cultural traditions,
social norms and forms of jurisdiction that exist across different nation-states to manage
the transnational encounters between their culturally diverse clients.

Second, we locate this cultural production process within the platform operational
model. In this sense, the ‘platform’ enables the users’ exploitation (Van Dijck, 2013)
through the ‘privatisation of general intellect’ (Marazzi, 2008; see also Dyer-Witheford,
2005). We contribute to understandings of platform capitalism within and beyond the
‘connective’ (Van Dijck, 2013) and ‘extractive’ functions that underwrite the claim of ‘big
data as value’ (Terranova, 2004; Van Dijck, 2013; Srnicek 2016; Sadowski, 2019). Drawing,
in particular, on the concept of bordering or ‘disarticulation’ that has been used to
rethink the global commodity chain (Werner & Bair, 2011), we argue that bordering and
asymmetry are crucial to the value extraction that is created by the platform when it
works as a ‘mediator’ of cross-cultural connections and encounters. We conceive of the
platform as a digital space within which cultural and geographical knowledges are
articulated and disarticulated as a condition for value extraction.

To expose this business model, we deploy a digital archaeology methodology (Pink
et al., 2016) to undertake a ‘tech audit’ to focus our analysis on a suite of textual and
visual content – advisory articles in the form of check-lists, ‘how-to’ guides, cautionary
tales, media reports etc. – targeting both Chinese buyers and the Australian real estate
industry on the English and Mandarin language ‘cultural sides’ of the RealTech. First, we
outline the Juwai’s business model and context, drawing on content from business
media and about the founding and goals of Juwai and its founders’ subsequent tech
business, Uwai. We then analyse content from the English version of the site, directed at
Australian real estate professionals, and the Chinese version, directed at Chinese real
estate consumers. We show how cultural differences are positioned as risky for both
target audiences as a means to extract value from users who seek to use Juwai to
mediate these risks. Finally, we argue that the idea of ‘cultural platform capitalism’ can
reveal how cultural difference and cultural risk are commodified through platform
technologies to drive more users to access platform content, thus generating more
user data and sustaining the digital circulation of this cultural economy.

Juwai: business model and cultural context

The Mandarin word ‘Juwai’ is a neologism, which roughly translates as ‘home overseas’
or ‘Home Abroad’. According the company’s Australian co-founder Simon Henry, the
term Juwai is ‘now a more searched term. . . than international property’ on China’s
largest search engine, Baidu (Grigg, 2015, p. 2). Juwai claims to operate ‘behind China’s
Firewall [by providing] the most integrated platform connecting international agents
and Chinese buyers’ (Juwai, 2014, 2015a). In an interview with Bloomberg in 2015, Henry
stated his company’s focus was on ‘unique content’ and their goal was to provide
Chinese foreign real estate investors with free content rather than directly monetizing
their consumer habits. According to Henry, Juwai sought to be a service model where
content from ‘English’ real estate businesses would be translated and given ‘context’ for
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Chinese real estate investors (Bloomberg, 2015). A key ‘selling-point’ of Juwai is its
Chinese embeddedness, coupled with a ‘transnational identity’ that facilitates global
capital flow. Juwai has offices in the finance hubs of Hong Kong and Shanghai; 87% of its
144 employees are Chinese, speaking 15 languages and dialects collectively. The
employees are portrayed by the company as being culturally and linguistically compe-
tent in Chinese but spatially and culturally embedded within Western (especially
Australian) networks, and thus this labour force is crucial to Juwai’s cross-cultural
brokerage success (Robertson & Rogers, 2017).

Juwai’s Australian co-founder Simon Henry suggested in 2015 that the 2017–8 Global
Financial Crisis was central to the creation of the company, as he noticed mainland Chinese
real estate consumption and luxury spending accelerating as OECD countries grappled with
recession (Grigg, 2015). Henry stated that he ‘realised the potential for an international
property portal for Chinese buyers. After a year of. . . doing research and focus groups in
China and building our website, we launched in 2011’ (Millward, 2014, p.1). By 2015Henrywas
positioning the long-term aims of the RealTech company in the following terms; Juwai plans
‘to stay involved in the consumer’s life after they have purchased a property. That means
helping them choose a school or university, move overseas or decide on a holiday destination,
all the while keeping up to date with the latest lifestyle trends and luxury items’ (Grigg, 2015).
In 2015, Chinese foreign real estate investment in key global cities was growing rapidly. When
the two Australian co-founders exited the company in early 2017, Henry was talking up the
success of the company: ‘We created a market that didn’t exist before, so a lot of people talk
about disruption. . . It was identifying a brand-newmarket with no completion, waswide open
and global’ (Xu, 2017, n.p.).

While the RealTech company was touted as a cross- or even multi-cultural business
entity, the cultural frame for the company until the Australian co-founders sold out in
2017 was clearly based upon the assumed supremacy of Western capitalism and
capitalists. For example, soon after his exit from the company, Henry articulated the
Juwai business model in some depth in media interviews, and how he planned to
redeploy this model in his new business venture Uwai. In these candid interviews,
which were no doubt aimed at building a venture capital friendly narrative around the
Uwai brand, Henry reiterates his commitment to ‘soft’ cultural content as a tech business
strategy. When asked about what he learnt from Juwai that he will be building into the
Uwai business, Henry said, ‘[w]e were the first foreigners who ever focused on language
rather than geography’ (Xu, 2017).

By using the word ‘language’ and contrasting it with ‘geography’, Henry is referring to
the soft cultural educational and knowledge production functions of the tech company,
which he goes on to describe in detail:

‘One of the founding principles about Juwai, the first company, was; it wasn’t about real
estate, it was about educating the Chinese consumer about the opportunity that existed in
the world. Our target audience was high-net-worth, affluent Chinese consumers who had
the means and ability to travel internationally. We always lead from a position that we
wanted to create a trusted Chinese brand from the ground up, and we did that through
education and knowledge’ (Xu, 2017).

In both Juwai and Uwai, cultural knowledge production is used to create specific
representations of cultural risk to position the platform’s value as a mediator of this
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risk. ‘For Uwai’, argues Henry, ‘we’re focusing on the global outbound Chinese consumer
who wants to experience the world, who wants to be able to enjoy local experiences, no
matter where they go and where they travel, but who may be constrained by the
barriers of language, culture, or confidence’ (Xu, 2017). Thus, in both cases, cultural
difference is commodified and inscribed with value, which the tech entrepreneurs then
seek to extract, as value, from the platform. A familiar set of social actors, such as
journalists, were drawn into this commodification process to assist the tech founders
to render their cultural platform capitalism business model more intelligible to both
potential venture capital(ist) investors and users of these platforms. Henry noted that
Juwai’s base in Shanghai was ‘on the ground’ and that half of their initial hires were
journalists (Xu, 2017). Needing to ‘educate the market first’ by creating ‘unique content’,
they aimed to ensure this content circulated rapidly through the digital space through
search engine optimisation and marketing strategies (Xu, 2017).

Henry argues that Uwai too will be an ‘educational platform’, deployed to ‘educate’
the globally-mobile Chinese consumer who wants to travel and experience the world
but who are constrained by linguistic and other cultural hazards (Xu, 2017). Thus, Euro-
capitalist paternalism and the culturally Other infantile capitalist subject were central
planks of both the Juwai and Uwai business models. These were two necessary condi-
tions upon which the mediation of cultural difference could be mobilised and value
could be created in these tech start-ups:

‘[w]e want to be the source of truth for every business, every product and every service
around the world which the Chinese consumer can trust, so we’re not looking to monetising
the Chinese consumer. For us, we’re working with the supply side, and we work on
a software as service model, SASS model, where people provide us with their content in
English and we then take care of the translation and context, and then we syndicate our
content to whoever would like to use it.’ (Xu, 2017)

Certainly, thismodality of cultural platform capitalism is connected, via the long-termbusiness
strategy of these tech companies, to more traditional platform capitalist value extraction
models. For example, Henry states, ‘At the end of the day we are a big data company [we
want to] generatemillions andmillions of data points’ (Xu, 2017). However, what is somewhat
unique about the value extraction model in cultural platform capitalism is the way the
companies produce representations of cultural asymmetry in order to extract value. Both
Juwai and Uwai’s emphasis towards language, education, knowledge, and inter-cultural
mediation, which we analyse in detail in the remainder of this paper, reflects the typical
dispositif of accumulation of cognitive capitalism, the one that transforms a whole set of
existential activities and generalised intellectuality ‘into productive relations’ (Fumagalli, 2010).

The content on the Juwai platform is itself presented in an asymmetrical way, with
the Chinese version of the website operating via one website domain (http://www.
Juwai.com/) and the English and other-language versions (French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish) operating from a separate domain (https://list.Juwai.com/). The
former addresses potential Chinese buyers directly, both from within and outside of
China. The English version does not only contain content translated from Chinese,
instead it is aimed at a very different audience; namely foreign real estate developers
and sales agents looking for Chinese buyers.
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Juwai’s position as a cultural mediator between these two groups of users allows the
company to produce a variety of targeted content on both the Chinese and English
sides of the platform. In some cases, there are direct linguistic and cross-cultural forms of
‘translation’ to connect Western real estate professionals and Chinese consumers. For
example, Juwai translates local Australian real estate data from English to Mandarin and
assists vendors with culturally specific social media compatibility; ‘Our professional
editorial team translates in a style and tone that resonates with Chinese buyers. Juwai
Mobile App with Chinese social channel integration’ (Juwai, 2014). Yet Juwai also
provides both its client groups with prosaic ‘motivational’ and pedagogical guidance
on where, how and why to invest in real estate abroad or engage with Chinese
consumers. Despite the purportedly ‘data-driven’ business model of Juwai, based on
a highly-quantified consumer and market data, significant sections of the RealTech
platform are dedicated to ‘soft’ cultural content, featuring cartoons, morality tales,
conversational ‘listicles’, and real and fictional narratives of personal investment pitfalls
and successes. It is these forms of cultural knowledge production that are the focus of
our analysis.

Risky investors: knowing the Chinese consumer via guanxi and golden week

In this section, we examine the English version of the Juwai website, which is directed to
Western audiences, to present the first part of our analysis. To carve out and legitimise
its role as ‘mediator,’ Juwai propagates and enforces a vision of Chinese culture as risky.
On one hand, Juwai produces an essentialised representation of the Chinese customer
and market as culturally alien, ungoverned and beyond the law. On the other hand,
Juwai provides Western clients with guidance to navigate this uncertainty and highlights
the benefits of pursuing the Chinese consumer. This is an exercise involving contra-
dictory forms of disarticulation. While Juwai’s discourses point to the cultural features of
Chinese capitalism as complex and inaccessible for Western vendors, it claims at the
same time that an organic relationship can be brokered via simplistic ‘how to’ pedago-
gies on understanding and attracting Chinese buyers. One of the most paradigmatic
cases is Juwai’s discussion of guanxi, considered to be the grey space of Chinese
capitalism, where interpersonal connection supposedly stands in place of concrete
legal frameworks.

Guanxi is among the most discussed phenomena in contemporary analysis of ‘capit-
alism with Chinese characteristics’ (Huang, 2008; Li, 2009; Peck & Zhang, 2013). It is often
invoked as defining both the corrupt and the productive sides of Chinese state-market
hybridisation. In the contemporary business setting, guanxi establishes a wide web of
long-lasting relations that operate as a resource to overcome business obstacles. As
such, guanxi is not, despite claims to the contrary, synonymous with bribery, wherein
‘the social relation is a means, not an end, of the exchange’ (Yang, 2002, p. 465). Guanxi
is more than simple ‘networking’ or ‘public relations’ too, it is an authoritarian apparatus
of co-option that is used by the ruling class to preserve the lion’s share of the spoils in
any field for its members and their affiliates.

According to critical anthropological approaches, guanxi ‘lies at the heart of China’s
social order, its economic structure, and its changing institutional landscape’ (Gold,
Guthrie, & Wank, 2002). In the time of the Maoist centralized economy guanxi provided
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the foundations for interpersonal exchanges that supplied and exceeded the state
centralized redistributive system. In contemporary China guanxi relationships have
been crucial in the shaping of new public-private alliances that have characterised the
Chinese economic transition (Yang, 1994). The new political regime has embraced and
mobilized guanxi to its advantage. Due to its ability to activate gift-debt relations,
obligations and reciprocities, guanxi guarantees the fluidity of market exchange, and it
has become a ‘central component for the establishment of capitalistic relations’ within
China (Smart, 1993, p. 389). Guanxi is thus a complex and resilient practice that is
continuously re-inscribed into the historical social and political context of Chinese
society. As a cultural practice, it intersects with a hybrid mix of neoliberal and socialist
foundations and formulations (Lash & Arnoldi, 2012), as well as suite of state driven and
private objectives (Ong & Zhang, 2008).

Juwai displaces guanxi from these complex social and political moorings by creating
representations of guanxi that reposition the concept around the building of mutual
trust and familiarity between two parties. Juwai uses this flattened notion of guanxi as
a way of framing their promise to service Western agents and developers, by educating
them about how to gain access to the ‘risky game’ that is the Chinese market. Through
this cultural mediation process, Juwai assures Western developers that there are ways to
gain trust from the otherwise alien and unpredictable behaviors of Chinese buyers.
Juwai offers the article ‘Five Tips to Cultivate Trust and Guanxi’, which includes, ‘answer
all their questions’, ‘be understanding and broad minded’, ‘don’t just hear, listen’ and
‘give them time and space’. Such tips flatten the complex social and political landscape
of guanxi as a part of the hybrid Chinese capitalist system and reduces it to an exercise
in ‘communication’ and ‘building trust’. The final lines of this article of ‘tips’ reiterates the
presence and value of Juwai as a mediator to bridge any cultural differences with the
Chinese consumer:

‘Last but not least, if you’re ever feeling out of depth with questions from your Chinese
buyers, feel free to send the buyer with their questions back our way – we’re just a call, an
email or a WeChat message away, and we‘re always happy to help.’ (Juwai, 2015b)

Juwai distils guanxi into a ‘deficit’ representation of cultural asymmetry in order to
leverage the bridging role of the Juwai platform between China ‘and the rest’. In its
representation of guanxi, Juwai insists that it must be made knowable, yet also marks
the cultural practice as a ‘deficient’ mode of capitalist practice, one that must be
‘overcome’ by the specific forms of mediation that Juwai can offer.

As Juwai seeks to foment an idea of the ‘other culture as risky’ to fuel wary attitudes
between buyers and developers, and to subsequently develop its mediating role therein;
it also engages in discourses that depict cultural asymmetry as a financial opportunity.
One example concerns Chinese Golden Week, that Juwai broadcasts as a ‘money spin-
ner’ for its Western users – an unmissable opportunity to capitalise on the transnational
mobility of millions of Chinese travellers, eager to spend their billions.1 Taking the 2016
figure as a guide, Juwai informs users that the first week of May 2017 will see around
5 million Chinese traveling abroad, and among them are many potential clients for the
Australian domestic real estate market. But Juwai’s depiction of Golden Week is devoid
of the political drivers behind this event, which is in fact a product of state-led politics.
There is no reference to Chinese national traditions, nor any sense that Golden Week is
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deliberately orchestrated by the Chinese state to harness its consumer population
towards nationalist capitalist goals. Instead, the event is transformed into a ‘holiday’,
narrated through playful tones as a money-making ‘event’ for Western real estate
vendors.

Juwai teaches Australian developers and sales agents how to focus their efforts in
order to accommodate Chinese buyers’ expectations during Golden Week, alerting its
Western users to ‘get China-ready’ in order to respond to the demands of ‘Fly “n” Buy’
foreign real estate consumers. Juwai focuses on the opportunity Golden Week offers to
Western users who are encouraged to capitalise on the Chinese spending: ‘With China
ranking first in the world in terms of overseas spending – Chinese tourists’ overseas
spending saw a 25% year on year increase to hit $292 billion in 2017 – the prospect of
another bumper Golden Week sales season looks very strong indeed’ (Juwai, 2016).
Juwai further notes that ‘last year’s Golden Week saw a Sydney-based Australian selling
their Maroubra estate for AUS$10.5 million to a Chinese couple, who flew in to seal the
deal.’ They imply that other Australian real estate professionals can similarly profit from
Golden Week, offering, under the headline of ‘Here’s How’, a list of generic tips, which
position Chinese buyers’ consumer behaviours as culturally Other, yet easily ‘managed’.
These tips include: updating property listings to ‘maximise appeal’ to Chinese buyers
who prioritise ‘local education options, transport links, surrounding Chinese commu-
nities, local attractions, medical facilities, and long-term investment prospects’; engaging
Mandarin translators to conduct personal property and ‘lifestyle’ tours of the local area;
simplifying unfamiliar regulatory processes with the assistance of a Chinese speaking
lawyer or immigration agent; and using Chinese social media channels like Weibo and
WeChat to add communication. Juwai proposes a Chinese audience that, because it is
alien from the practices of the local (Australian) market, can be hetero-directed via
a general understanding of Chinese culture, which thanks to Juwai’s services, any real
estate developer can easily achieve. Golden Week is emptied of its national significance –
it is presented instead as a chance to capitalize on a ready supply of consumers whose
cultural differences can be easily learnt and then leveraged by agents and developers in
Australia.

Juwai constructs its role as a facilitator for Australian real estate agents wanting to tap
into the money flowing in from Chinese Golden Week. The digital platform acts as
a bridge which straddles the divide between Australian agents – otherwise considered
ill-equipped to understand the peculiarities of Chinese business culture and the desires
of Chinese clients – and Chinese people eager to invest money abroad but needing to
be supported in this operation by a familiar and ‘Chinese friendly’ approach.

Risky investments: protecting Chinese buyers in Western markets

By examining the Chinese version of the website, in this section we expose Juwai’s
contradictory pedagogical insights, such their short ‘How-To Guides’ covering how
Chinese investors should interact with Western capitalists or invest in Western mar-
kets. On one hand, the Chinese side of the Juwai platform targets Chinese clients by
informing or ‘educating’ them – to use the terminology of Juwai (2015c) – to the
possible risks they might encounter by their lack of understanding and knowledge of
Western free market capitalism. The Chinese customer is positioned by their lack of
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familiarity with Western cultural, legal and market systems, which are thought to be
alien to them and therefore risky to navigate alone. On the other hand, Juwai
attempts to convince the Chinese buyer that any risks can be bridged or overcome,
and that these types of risks should not stand in the way of transnational investment
in real estate.

While much of the debate about RealTech is focused on big data and big data
analytics, Juwai returns to older discursive modalities, such as cartoons to ‘educate’ its
Chinese clients. In one example (Juwai, 2015c) Juwai presents a rich Chinese man with
a cigar hanging from his lips, who purchased a beautiful house with beach-views in
Sydney for $AU20 million. His intention was to refurnish the property and add a wharf
for his large yacht. Unfortunately for this rich investor, after the deal, he found that the
urban planning restrictions of the city government did not allow him to do either.
Astonished, he finds that his property ‘is not even worth half of what I spent on it!’ In
an attempt to comfort and educate him, his real estate agent tells him ‘you should have
consulted a solicitor before buying the house!’ The rich man’s answer is: ‘Not necessary!
I never consulted any solicitor when I bought properties in China’. The Chinese property
owner appears unconcerned about the legal regulations, expecting, as a wealthy guanxi
bearer, help from his connections to wipe out any legal obstacles.

In this case, cultural asymmetries in business practice are again foregrounded. Juwai
uses this narrative to teach their Chinese clients a lesson about government regulation:
‘In Australia, it is a must that a solicitor is consulted in finalising the trading. For certain
properties, any modifications or expansions are seen as illegal deeds that may damage
the properties’ (Juwai, 2015c). Thus, Juwai informs their clients about the risks arising
from the different use of lex mercatoria that might potentially hinder their transnational
investments. It leverages its role as a mediator of cultural asymmetries, first by agitating
the cultural borders between the two sides and then by rushing in to rescue its Chinese
clients from the risks associated with misunderstanding Western legal and market
systems. The organising discourse that sits behind these ‘How-To Guides’ and morally
directed cartoons is to get involved in foreign real estate investment, but do not act
without Juwai as a mediator.

In another cartoon (Juwai, 2015d), Mr Zhao Yadang (78 years old), has migrated from
China and lives in a big house in Australia. But, feeling lonely, Yadang decides to sell his
house and move into a nursing home. An informal and unauthorized agent, Ms Qian
Xiawa, from the same town in China as Mr. Zhao, visits him every now and then, and
befriends him. She offers $AUD450 000 for his house as a special favour to him. The old
man agrees, only to find after trading the house that he got nearly one million AUD
below the average market price. Yadang demands the nullification of the sales contract
for the dwelling. Based on the ‘fairness’ principle, the Australian court decides that the
trading has breached the moral codes of the society and the contract is nullified. Mr
Zhao is then ‘rescued’ from the trap of following his own Chinese cultural code by the
normative Australian regime. Here, the buyer’s ‘dangerous’ reliance on guanxi is
replaced by a claim to ‘fair’ Australian legislation. This either/or incompatibility between
a web of personal connections among individuals and the abstraction and rigidity of
natural law informs Chinese consumers that ‘risk protection’ can only come through
assimilation to Australian legal norms.
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In both cases, Juwai seeks to both highlight the cultural asymmetries and borders
between Chinese and Australian capitalist practice, and to protect and educate their
Chinese clients about the risky ‘Chinese’ ways of doing business. For example, Juwai
writes, ‘When considering to make an investment in Australia, don’t trust those so-called
“friends” or “fellow-townsmen” unconditionally’ (Juwai, 2015c). At the same time, the
Western/Australian modality of capitalism is positioned as legally complicated and
sophisticated, and therefore difficult to navigate. The educational role of these cartoons
is to instruct the Chinese client about both the ‘correct’ process for engaging in cross-
cultural and transnational economic real estate transactions, but also to showcase the
‘correct’ role for the Western mediator. The pedagogical tone of the ‘How-To Guides’
and cartoons unveils a duality of risk. Juwai promises access to an apparently open,
transparent and legally fair global real estate market via the Western capitalist system –
but also stresses the mitigation of and protection against the many unknown risks that
are associated with this market; both of which legitimate their mediation role in these
real estate transactions and in the market more broadly.

Juwai talks to their Chinese clients as entrepreneurially passive subjects, incapable of
making the right market decisions and in need of protection from their own inherent
risk-taking activities within the Western capitalist system. The Chinese clients are por-
trayed as almost infantile capitalist subjects, still operating in a ‘pre-modern’ system of
capitalism that is framed by personal trust and informal exchange, a Western caricature
of guanxi. The West, however, is represented as a modern form of advanced capitalism,
with complex regulatory frameworks, rule of law, free market principles, and so on.
Although Juwai is buying into the idea of ‘China’s ascendance’ and ‘Chinese power’, via
consumption and soft power, Juwai’s business model requires them to simultaneously
represent the Chinese people as gullible, unsophisticated, pre-capitalist, and in need of
cultural education in Western capitalism.

In a complementary but mirror case, titled ‘Tales of buying houses’, the behaviours
and strategies of Western consumers are put on display as exemplars of financial
success. One article narrates the story of a ‘typical’ self-made-man from Sydney. The
headline reads, ‘Thirty-year-old real estate business-man owns 179 houses and earns half
a million Australian dollars a year from rent’. This piece introduces Nathan Birch, who
found building his real estate portfolio ‘very exciting, electrifying’ (Juwai, 2015e). Since
he was thirteen, Birch enthusiastically pursued his ‘real estate dream’ buying a house
when he was very young and quickly starting his own property enterprise which grew
rapidly. At the age of eighteen he already owned 20 apartments, and he ‘sacrificed
youth, love, leisure time’ (Juwai, 2015e) to develop his real estate portfolio (also see
Martin, 2018).

In this example, the Western capitalist mantra of the property-owning democracy,
that is no doubt familiar in China, is being rehearsed for the benefit of Juwai’s Chinese
clients. The organising discourse of this message plays with the real estate mentalities of
Western capitalism, pushing these narratives across the cultural divide (Martin, 2018;
Rogers, 2017). Real estate investment is described as a vocation or leisure activity; an
impulse or impetus that might lead to a ‘glorious life style’ – to recall Deng Xiaoping’s
exhortation ‘getting rich is glorious’ (Deng, 1994). Birch’s biography unifies and makes
workable the familiar figure of the Western real estate citizen (Martin, 2018) – a person
who strives for success in business and life – with the complex co-constitutive
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subjectivities of the Chinese real estate investor, who might be a migrant, investor,
student etc. Birch is young, educated, entrepreneurial and wealthy, and Juwai positions
these traits as beyond culture. In the narrative, Juwai also renders less visible the socio-
legal structures of Birch’s business. For example, Birch mentions his 50 staff as simply
being ‘the people around me’ and declares that all of them share the same enthusiasm
towards real estate investment. Evidence of the company’s legal, logistics, organiza-
tional, managerial and other operational mechanics is erased. In other words, the
cultural relationship and transnational conflicts between capital, labour and real estate
objects at the global scale are rendered invisible (Rogers & Koh, 2017).

Conclusions: cultural risk as value extraction

Within the field of comparative global political economy, Peck and Theodore (2007) use
the term ‘variegated capitalism’ to suggest there are global asymmetries in capitalist
production and consumption. ‘If the rise of India and China. . . raises questions about
“new” varieties of capitalism that have hitherto barely been charted,’ they write, ‘it also
throws into sharp relief the issue of the complex asymmetries and webs of connection
that increasingly characterize the unevenly integrating global economy’ (p.766). This
unevenness and connection between multiple forms of capitalism, which we have
sought to show in this paper, can become a source of value for mediation platforms
like Juwai.

We have provided a close, bilingual analysis of the content produced by Juwai,
a RealTech platform which connects potential Chinese buyers with real estate devel-
opers around the world, to demonstrate the significance and function of what we have
termed cultural platform capitalism. While the globalisation and hyper-commodification
of housing markets and the rising power of the Chinese consumer within these markets
has gained the attention of geography scholars, the generation of commercial value
from cultural asymmetries by RealTech businesses had received scant analysis.

Our analysis of Juwai as a prominent example of a RealTech platform has looked at
how, within the content directed towards Western real estate professionals, the complex
contexts of Chinese modes of capitalist practice and consumption, such as guanxi and
Golden Week become flattened and divorced from their role as state-led practices of
nationalist Chinese capitalism. They are instead translated as simplistic issues of cultural
‘know-how’, that, although ‘risky’, can be overcome with the support of Juwai as
mediator to capture the lucrative Chinese market. On the Mandarin side of the platform,
Chinese users are concurrently advised to be wary of ‘dangerous’ and ‘deficit’ Chinese
modes of understanding real estate transactions. While the Western system is held up as
superior in fairness and transparency, it is represented as far too complex for Chinese
investors to navigate alone – again, Juwai’s services as a mediator are essential to market
success. Juwai’s cautionary narratives about the pitfalls that might befall naïve would-be
Chinese investors who have little experience with foreign real estate transactions are
contrasted with celebratory narratives of successful Western real estate investors who
have thoroughly internalised property-owning real estate mentalities.

Our findings show that across both the English and Mandarin content, the Chinese
consumer is imbued with risk as a passive and almost infantile capitalist subject.
Customers’ identities, behaviours and desires are reformulated as gaps and re-
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arranged along a scale of ‘capitalist maturity’ within the global market. This business
model and modality of value extraction is underwritten by a Western paternalism that
sees Western capitalists as being well placed to ‘teach’ the seemingly infantile Eastern
capitalist subject about the complexities of Western capitalism.

These findings suggest far more than archetypal essentializing of cultural difference
and reassertions of Western cultural superiority due to ongoing Western cultural hege-
mony. Rather, they reveal that the propagation of cultural asymmetries becomes part of
a b/ordering process – whereby cultural translation generates ongoing market value for
Western platform capitalist enterprises. The cultural platform capitalism business model
can not only be ascertained via interpretation of Juwai’s content but is also made
explicit in the comments from Juwai’s founder about the mission of Juwai and his
successor enterprise, Uwai. Juwai and Uwai are both positioned as bridging the binary
between buyer/East and seller/West; but in order for the ‘bridge’ to function or to
produce value in the capitalist system, it must continually reproduce cultural separation,
difference and the cultural Other in these binaries.

Juwai ‘mediates the production of geographic knowledge’ (Ash et al., 2018), which, as
we know from other studies, often puts forward multiple and overlapping spatial and
cultural categorizations. Furthermore, the socio-technical practice of Juwai allows the
company to act as the cross-cultural translator, which post-colonial cultural theorist
Naoki Sakai calls a process of ‘rendering of different languages into a “homolingual
address”, i.e., their conversion in the ubiquitous language of the valorisation of capital’
(Sakai, 1997, p. 4). This act transcends the linguistic domain by encompassing the
negotiation and reification of different cultural discourses between the familiar and
unfamiliar, and the subsequent constitution of the figure of ‘us’ in the projective
imagining of the figure of ‘them’ (Neilson, 2009, p. 14). This act of translating different
cultural codes into data, in the search for profit, we suggest, valorises the technology
and is an explicit attempt to create venture capital investment opportunities.

Our analysis of Juwai thus leads to two contributions to the geography of platform
capitalism. First, the case of Juwai diversifies our understanding of value extraction via
platform capitalism. Digital platforms operate as intermediaries by ‘uploading’ certain
ideologies and regimes of value that make platform capitalism legitimate and workable.
Attention to the way ‘cultural risk’ is uploaded and represented on Juwai shows that, in
this particular case, in order for the platform’s intermediary status to be legitimatized,
there is an active capitalisation on the different cultural practices, colloquialisms, tradi-
tions, languages and social norms of the user groups (Fumagalli, 2007, 2011; Moulier
Boutang, 2012; Vercellone, 2007), which Juwai re-arranges according to geographical
binary and a scale of global capitalist maturity. In this value schema, Chinese investors
(buyers) appear in a position of inferiority in front of the Australian investors (sellers).
Thus both clients are purposely portrayed as alien and separated by a cultural divide
that Juwai is well placed to bridge.

Secondly, through the concepts of articulation and disarticulation we have stressed
how the juxtapositions of different cultural discourses within the digital medium of the
platform opens up new forms of asymmetries that define the ‘bordering’ work of
capitalism in the digital world. Historical and contemporary accounts of global capital-
ism have showed how physical, political and cultural frontiers and borders are important
to capital’s expansion and reproduction (Harvey, 2015; Laclau, 2005), and they reflect
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capitalist actors’ need to ‘organise space according to multiple hierarchical criteria’
(Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013, p. 66). In the Juwai case, the hierarchical and bordering
criteria also expose how digital capitalists are attempting to organise digital space. The
continual division and separation of multiple cultural and geographical knowledges that
operate through the platform do not substitute the boundaries of the physical territory,
rather they amplify its expansion and reproduction, adding a new hybrid dimension.
This points in the direction of a new distinct geography; one which considers the
increasing intertwining of geographical and cultural knowledge with digitally mediated
discourses as a form of value extraction and ultimately of capital valorisation.

Note

1. The term Golden Week originates from 1950s Japan in relation to the celebration of national
holidays in honor of the Emperor Hirohito. In 1991, on the eve of the fourth generation of
Chinese leaders, the Chinese State Council adopted this tradition including it to the ‘rules on
national public holidays’ (last update 2014.1.1/604 decree), which allowed two more days off
to the New Year’s Day, May First and National Day in order to make a string of seven holidays.
Gradually, Golden Week became a common name for any authorized ‘bridge’ among or
around a public holiday, as an expedient to further expand the domestic consumer market.
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